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Water – our most basic resource, abundant and
integral to our Indiana economy. The earliest
European explorers and colonists settled the state
via its mighty rivers. The growth of the interstate

canal system, connecting Indiana with the East Coast, fueled
the economic boom of the early 1800s. The existence of Indiana’s
natural mineral springs helped build a thriving tourism and
hospitality industry in French Link and West Baden Springs in
the early 1900s – one that continues to undergo a significant
resurgence in this century.

Today, water still means economic growth. In fact, for many
Indiana companies and industries, water directly impacts the
bottom line. Consider the important 21st century Indiana
industries that depend on water to function: manufacturing,
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, agriculture, schools and
sporting venues, just to name a few. When one steps back to
consider the necessity of water, it is nothing short of amazing. 

Business necessity
Water is used in almost every part of the automotive

manufacturing process – machining, stamping, painting, assembly
and testing. Even a car or truck's microchips are dependent on
water for proper production and functionality. In the chemical
processing industry, water is used for cooling circuits, steam
generation, process water, cleaning and rinsing. And, turning
on the power means turning on the tap. It takes 400 to 500
gallons of water to produce a megawatt hour of electricity. 

Similarly, thousands of Indiana’s small businesses count on
water to survive – reliable, high-quality water is as important
to local restaurants as it is to some of Indiana’s largest businesses.
If the dishes aren’t sanitized, the food isn’t cooked and the
floors aren’t cleaned, a restaurant cannot stay in business. 

Abundant water contributes to our high quality of life.
This summer, children will splash through community pools
and recreation areas where hundreds of thousands of gallons
water are used to provide a respite from hot temperatures. If it
weren’t for quality water in Indiana, we wouldn’t have the easy
comfort of an iced tea and sandwich at a local eatery or a
refreshing dip in the pool. 

Supply and demand
With increasing industrial and societal demands on this

limited resource, the quality of water in Indiana – and more
importantly the efficiency with which water is used by Indiana
businesses – is essential to future commerce and quality of life. 

Veolia Water Indianapolis’ entire mission, as operator of
Indianapolis Water, is the development and delivery of reliable,
high-quality water. Throughout the last few years, multidisciplinary
working groups comprised of leading researchers and scientists
have researched the large-scale dynamics that influence our

water quality. 
An extensive supply/reservoir/

water monitoring program has been
developed and a partnership, the Central
Indiana Water Resources Partnership
(CIWRP), forged with IUPUI and other
area universities for future water
resource management research. Water
is constantly measured for the presence
and quantity of contaminants, physical
and chemical factors, and the number
of salts and nutrients present. Hence,
Indiana companies are able to benefit from quality water.

Efficient usage
Clean, fresh water is something companies can’t afford to

take for granted, and it’s within the best interests of Indiana
companies to monitor and ensure wise water use. Manufacturing,
followed by the commercial, hospital and health business sectors,
uses more water than any others. Likewise, the way in which
companies sometimes waste water can be surprisingly immeasurable.
By developing methods for wise water use, businesses will be
able to enjoy the cost-saving efficiencies that come along with
a well-run operation. State and local government education and
outreach programs can involve the public and create incentives
to help companies adopt water-saving techniques and technologies. 

Here are a few simple tips for wise water use for business
leaders to consider: increase employee awareness of water
conservation, identify water waste, read meters monthly, keep
equipment calibrated and operating properly, install water-saving
devices to decrease consumption, design and maintain landscapes
for water efficiency and check for leaks. A little conservation can
go a long way and can end up saving businesses a significant
amount of money while contributing to Indiana’s future water
supply.

With a continued appreciation for our robust water resources
and the science behind it, Indiana can continue to offer Hoosier
hospitality to all who visit our state, to produce life-saving
medications, to farm valuable crops, to manufacture top-notch
automobiles and to continue to grow its economy throughout
the 21st century.
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